
For personalized mini helmets:
Sports Mini Line offer various Bell Helmets and other helmets brands accurate shapes for 1:2 scale mini
helmets.

We need a Master, which is a painted mini helmet or a full-size helmet. This Master will be replicated exactly in
the production and is therefore deemed to be correct. If needed, this Master can be produced by the Client's
personal painter after Client obtained the white mini helmet from us, or we produce a mini Master ourselves at
a cost of 1.110 EUR to 2.960 EUR, depending on the painting and artwork complexity.

Once we receive the Master, we develop a Decal Prototype which Client can approve. Upon approval of the
prototype, we start the production.

Accuracy of the Master and/or prototype
In any event, the client is fully responsible for the accuracy of the Master and all relevant files. If Sports Mini
Line develops a master, client is responsible for submitting accurate files.

Any work by Sports Mini Line (Master or prototype) is deemed to be correct if identical to the submitted Master
or files.

Please note once we start development of the Master or prototype, any modification will be subject to additional
charges.

Prices Applicable for the models HP7, HP77, GP7, GP6 and HP10

Prices are quoted for quantities of identical design.
Prices are quoted for mini with standard paintings/artwork.
Prices are for production only; third party commissions need to be added to these prices if applicable. 
Prices are valid for production on existing shell models. Modifications to the shell will be subject to additional 
tooling cost.

Payment Terms

Down payment of 50% is required at the confirmation of the order – balance when goods are ready prior to
shipment. The development will only start after the down payment is received.
Lead time: 8-16 weeks after prototype has been approved.

 

Cancellations

Master: if produced by us and if started, cannot be cancelled and the full price of the master will be charged.

Prototype: Once the development of the prototype is started, any cancellation will result in the cost of the 
development which is estimated between minimum 3.000 EUR to 6.000 EUR, depending on the design/colors/films.
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Prices (per unit of identical designs) – Free Carrier Bahrain

48 - 128 units

160 - 256 units

288 - 608 units 

640 - 1.344 units

1.408 - 2.944 units

3.016 units and up

140.00 EUR per mini

90.00 EUR per mini

83.00 EUR per mini

70.00 EUR per mini

63.00 EUR per mini

58.00 EUR per mini

* Kindly note that for all old models a 20% extra charges will be added to the unit price
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Production: if any cancellation occurs after approval of prototype and production has been started, then the
cancellation charges will be the development fees of the prototype and the quantity of materials/goods which
were engaged for this production.

Incoterms

All prices are quoted Free Carrier Bahrain to the transporter of Client's choice: Client designates a
transport/logistics agent in Bahrain, we deliver the goods into the warehouse of Client's agent. All additional
charges AFTER this delivery will be billed by Client's transport agent.

For European imports, please note that the Tariff Customs' Code is 95030095.

Packing details

The mini is packed in a colour box as follows;

F. We can offer personalized boxes at an extra cost of approximately 8.00 – 12.00 EUR per box.
Personalized boxes are free of charge from 1025 identical units onwards.
Graphic development for box design is EUR 600.00

A. Sports Mini Line box = FOC B. Bell box  = FOC

C. Luxury Black Box set including Plexi glass

95 EUR per pc
48 Pieces and above 45% discount

45 EUR per pc
48 Pieces and above 40% discount
160 Pieces and above 45% discount

D. Plexi glass

The helmets are packed in individual carton boxes – cartons of 16 units – 2 cartons of 16 units in 1 seaworthy 
carton = 32 units 

A mini helmet represents about 355 grams gross weight (inclusive of the individual box)
dim W 180 x H 140 x D 135 mm

A transport carton of 16 units gross weight 8 kg – taxable weight for airfreight = 14 kg
dim: W 390 x H 290 x 600mm

A seaworthy carton of 32 units gross weight 16 kg – taxable weight for airfreight = 33 kg
dim: W 610 x H 410 x D 650mm
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Third Party Rights

Please note that Sports Mini Line is not responsible for obtaining any third-party rights.
When ordering products with third party logos, the client is deemed to have secured all rights related to the use
of these logos and trademarks. We will require an official document, duly signed, authorizing the use of these
third-party rights for Customs purposes. Any claims arising from the unauthorized use of third party trademarks
will be under buyer’s full responsibility.

For further information, please send an email to: sales.rfi@racingforce.com

* All prices on this document are excluded of VAT.
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